General Admissions & Application Information

All applicants are permitted to submit one type of application to the U of T Scarborough only. If you submit more than one application, it will be cancelled without refund. For example, if you submit a Green Path application, and submit a U of T International application to U of T Scarborough after, the International application will be cancelled without refund.

Applicants who apply to the University of Toronto through the Green Path Program are not required to take English Proficiency tests, such as IELTS/ TOEFL, etc. Upon receiving the offer of admission, applicants are required to complete the Green Path 12 weeks Academic Preparation Program and receive a minimum grade of “B” in order to begin their undergraduate studies at the University of Toronto in the following September. If students cannot obtain a minimum grade of “B”, their conditional offer to the University of Toronto program will be withdrawn. For more details, please refer to your Student/Parents Contract.

Applicants who are currently enrolled in regular Chinese high schools are not required to submit Gaokao, but Huikao or Xuekao (where applicable) is required. The Huikao or Xuekao must be submitted with notarized translation. (If neither Huikao / Xuekao are available in your province, your school transcript should indicate this). Accepted students will also need to submit their notarized high school diploma. Applicants following a non-Chinese curriculum will receive a separate deadline to submit the required final transcript and relevant documents. **Green Path program is not open to students under the Canadian curriculum system, you need to apply directly on OUAC.**

Applicants must submit all admission documents by October 1, 2018. The Green Path Office will announce the admissions decisions in the first week of December, and admitted students must accept their offers on or before January 11, 2019. The University will not hold your acceptance after this date.

The Green Path program also includes a one-semester course (CTLA02H3 - "Exploring Inter-Cultural Perspectives in Academic Contexts") that will appear on the student's academic transcript. Like other courses students will take beginning in the fall, it is valued at 0.5 credits towards a 20.0 credits degree. The half credit U of T Scarborough course is subject to transfer credit assessment by the individual faculty to which you may transferred to later. It will count towards your degree for U of T Scarborough, but is subject to assessment for other faculties.

All other application procedures and requirements are consistent with the application to the Green Path Program for the University of Toronto Scarborough. Please refer to your 2019 Student/Parents Contract for more details.